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CODECASA 51 - M.Y. ALDABRA - C 116
The naval architecture for this boat, pertaining to a successful series of Codecasa Yachts,
registered under hull n° C 116, is by Codecasa Shipyards and architects Anna Maria and
Franco Della Role, who also followed the interior design.
The full displacement hull is made of stainless steel and is able to cruise in the Oceans
thanks to her 2 diesel 3516 B CATERPILLAR engines reaching the 17 knots of top speed.
She also totally complies to MCA and Lloyd’s rules.
Very comfortable in her wide spaces both inside and outside, this vessel is able to host up
to 12/14 guests plus 11 crew members.
The outside layout offers modern lines giving the boat a sporty look with a simple and
elegant touch.
The Owner’s suite is wide and it includes a studio with an openable bulkhead on the right
side thus becoming a wonderful balcony with a seaview. This structural option is now a
shipyard standard for this series of yachts. Equal comfort and brightness are also a feature
of all other areas of the yacht, starting from the 5 Guests Cabins up to the 2 saloons,
respectively located on the Main Deck and Bridge Deck.
The interiors are satin finished, wardrobes and walls are in dark rosewood, pavements
contrast with their light oak wood. Light leather has been used for sofas and armchairs of
the two saloons, for the Cabins headboards and bed borders, and also for some paneling
throughout the Yacht. The interior fabrics, selected for bedspreads, curtains and
decorative cushions in the different areas, show the same refined simplicity. Bathrooms
are made of bronze lacquered wood and Statuario marble.
A very characteristic area in this boat, the interior lines of which are very modern, is
represented by the dining room which is unusually located on the Bridge Deck. The new
dining area offers a wonderful seaview thank to its large sliding glass doors. The dining
table, hosting up to 12 guests, has a modern marble base and a transparent crystal top.
A lift connects the 5 decks from Top Tank up to Sun Deck.
The elegant interior furniture, the very modern navigation and communication equipment,
the application of the most advanced technology to achieve the very high standard in the
performance of the yacht and the comfort onboard, make this new yacht a real jewel.
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